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P0 1A RA
CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFACTURER CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFACTURERO 90 0

B JE N/A N/A N!A

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) WH DAV MAREXPECTED
YES SUBMISSION

X NO DATE (15)Of yes. complete EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATEl.

ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, e e., approximately Ib single spaced typewritten knes) (16)

On November 14,1997, Byron Station Unit 1 had entered refueling outage B1R08, was in Mode 5, and proceeding
with scheduled activities to enter Mode 6. Byron Station Unit 2 was at full power operation with all safety systems
availtble. During a review of Generic Letter 96-01 (Testing of Safety Related Logic Circuits), a discovery within the
industry revealed current Solid State Protection System (SSPS) (JEl (JG) testing was inadequate. Byron and
Breidwood Stations determined current SSPS testing did not test all functions of some memory logic circuits. As
such, a missed surveillance condition was determined to exist.

Th11 cause for this event was that the original testing design prescribed by the vendor did not fully verify proper
op:rstion of the SSPS logic cards. Corrective action to resolve the inadequate testing is to add new testing criteria to
th3 SSPS Bi monthly surveilla' ice procedures. Unit 2 Train A/B SSPS Bi Monthly testing was successfully performed
on 11/14/97. Unit 1 Train A'8 SSPS Bi-Monthly testing will be performed prior to Unit 1 entering Mode 4 while
returning to power operation from refueling outage B1R08.

Th:ro were no adverse consequences to the health and safety of the general public or plant personnel as a result of
this event. This event is reportable per 10CFR50.73(ali2)(i)(b) any operation or condition prohibited by the plant's
Tcchnical Specifications.
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A. ELNT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Event Date/ Time 11-14-97/0950;

Unit 1 Mode 5 - Cold Shutdown Rx Power 0% RCS [AB) Temperature / Pressure 120 deg./350 psig<

Unit 2 Mode 1 Power Operation Rx Power 99.7% RCS IAB) Temperature / Pressure NOT/NOP

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT:

I November 14,1997, Byron Station Unit 1 had entered refueling outage B1R08 and was in Mode 5, and
proceeding with scheduled activities to enter Mode 6. Byron Station Unit 2 was at full power operation with
all safety avstems availabie. During a Generic Letter 96-01 review (Testing of Safety Related Logic Circuits), a

| discovery within the industry revealed that current Solid State Protection System (SSPS) [JE) (JGl surveillance
testing may bo inadequate. Byron and Braidwood Stations determined that current SSPS surveillance testing

,

was inadequate because it did not test all required functions of some memory logic circuits. The Source Range
! Automatic P 10 Block, Feedwater Isolation on P 14 Steam Generator Hi Hi Level and Feedwater isolation on

Safety injection protective functions could have been masked by failures not detectable by the surveillance
testing. The problem with the current testing method is that the way the internal testing scheme is configured,
a postulated failure, that of an open diode, on vadous inputs within the associated universallogic card for

!- these circuits would not be detected during testing. SSPS surveillance testing is required on a Bi-monthly
frequency. A review was performed and the inadequate surveillance of the SSPS was determined to be a
missed surveillance requirement. Byron Station Unit 2 entered Technical Specification Action 4.0.3. which
provided 24 hours to complete the surveillance testing. The revised testing performed on Unit 2 on 11/14/97,
confirmed that there were no equipment failures in the SSPS logic card circuits that were affected. Byron

;

i Station Unit 1 was in Mode 5 and the affected portion of the SSPS was not required to be operable. The
| identification of a missed Technical Specification surveillance requirement made this event reportable per

|. 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(b) any operation or condition prohibited by the plant's Technical Specifications.
!

|
The inadequate testing involved the use of Universal Logic Boards in a memory configuration in conjunction
with the SSPS internal s6mi automatic tester designed by Westinghouse. There are three memory circuit'

functions that were inadeouately tested: The Source Range (SR) (IG] Automatic P-10 Block (Memories switch
position 3), Feedwater (FW) (JB] Isolation on P-14 Steam Generator Hi-Hi Level (Memories switch Position 10)
and Feedwater (FW) (JB] lsolation on Safety injection (SI) (BQ1 (Memories switch position 11) 'During ther-

Memories portion of the SSPS testing, the Memories switch is placed in different positions to test different,

functions. For the case of P 14 FW lsolation (Universal Logic Board A213), the Memories switch is placed in
position 10. A ground is provir ' through S506 deck C through the Reset pushbutton to Universal Logic
Board card A213 input 11 logic .ne card is looking for two logic low inputs, (2 out of 4) to provide an output

,

signal for FW Valve isolation. When the Set pushbutton is depressed, a logic low is applied to the input at
terminals T3 and T4 Terminals T3 and T4 are externally jumpered together so that a P 14 signalis applied to
both inpots. At this point, three inputs are low and the card will output a signal that illuminates the Memory
Set lamp. Also, the output from the card feeds back through a four input (12) logic to sealin the signal. When

| the Set pushbutton is released, the logic low is removed from the T3 and T4 inputs. The Memory Set lamp
remains illuminated because of the 11 input provided through the Reset pushbutton and the 12 seal-in from the'

I output. At this point, the Rese: pushbutton is depressed which removes the logic low input from 11 and the
l Memory Set u r.p extinguishes. The inadequaev associated with this testing scheme is that when the Set
L pushLatton in depressed, there are logic lows provided at three of the card inputs. It only takes two logic lows
! for the logic to be satisfied, so both T3 and T4 P-14 inputs are not confirmed, it could be postulated that an

internal card failure, such as diode CR10 failing open, would not be detected by our testing.

(p \rrganur\pt0er\lerWp9$56r wpfil2ol07)
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B. QESCRIPTION OF EVENT (cont.)

The T4 input from P-14- and the 11 input through the Reset pushbutton would M sufficient to satisfy the logic
and illuminate the lamp. The significance of this postulated f ailure is that dunny r mmal operati9n, a valid P-14
signal would not actuate the FW Valve Isolation unless a P-4 Reactor Trip signal wa. 4 resent. A similar
scenario also exists for the other two memory functions; SR Automatic P-10 Block (Memories switch position
3), and FW ! solation on SI (Memories switch position 11).

The SI FW isolation circuitry and the P 14 FW kolation circuitry are tested each refueling outage during the
time response test. Proper operation of the cards is confirmed by simulating actual signals and timing the
response through the circuits. However, the surveillance frequency of Bi-monthly testing for the SCDC was not
being satisfied for these three functions. The original testing design by Westinghouse IW120] for these three
circuits was inadequate and did not fully verify proper operation of the SSPS logic cards. The testing may not
have detected a failed diode condition that could have masked signals from the Source Range Automatic P-10
Block, Feedwater isolatinn on P-14 Steam Generator Hi-Hi Level and Feedwater Isolation on Safety injection
inputs. This problem has existed in the SSPS since initial plant startup fer both Byron /Braidwood units.

The solution to resolve the inadequate testing is to add new testing criteria to the SSPS surveillance
procedures after the existing memories testing is completed. Solid State Protection System Bi-monthly Testing
Surveillance Procedures (1/2BOS 3.1.120/21) will be revised to include the ne.v testing requirements. For the
three switch positions where *he inadequate testing exists, several testing steps will confirm proper operation
of the cards. For the case of the P-14 FW lsolation, the following steps wi'l be added:

1) Place Memories Test switch to position 10.

2) Depress and hold the Reset (black) pushbutton and verify the Memory Set lamp is extinguished (this
will remove the logic low input from 11).

3) Depress the Set (red) pushbutton and verify the Memory Set lamp is illuminated, (this verifies that both
T3 and T4 are operating correctly since they provide the only two logic low inputs to the card).

4) Release the Set pushbutton and verify the Memory Set lamp extinguishes (note that with the Reset
pushbutton depressed, the card will not sealin).

5) Release the Reset pushbutton and verify the Memory Set lamp remains extinguished.

These steps are also required to be repeated for Memories switch positions 3 and 11 to complete the testing
for SR Automatic P 10 Blor k (Memories switch position 3), and FW lsolation on SI (Memories switch
position 11).

(p3rerauur\pifler4er\wp9536r wpf\l20197)
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C. CAUSE OF EVENT:

The cause for thic event was that the original testing design prescribed by the vendor did not fully verify proper
operation of the SSPS logic cards. During a Generic Letter 96-01 review (Testing of Safety Related Logic*

Circuits), a discovery within the industry revealed that current SSPS surveillance testing may be inadequate for
some of the logic circuits. The review postulated a diode was failed open on Universal Logic Cards associated .
with the SR Automatic P 10 block, FW isolation on P 14 Steam Generator Hi-Hi Level, and FW lsolation on Si
and could go undetected by the prescribed SSPS surveillance testing. A subsequent review by both Byron and
Braidwood determined that the sites current SSPS surveillance testing wss inadequate. The testing results,
prior to this event, could have masked a failed diode condition. As such, a missed surveillance condition was
determined to exist. The existence of this postulated failure, and its subsequent effects, apphrently was not
previously realized by either the card vendor (W120) nor the industry.

D. SAFETY ANALYSIS:

The purpose of the P 14 and Si circuits is to provide a close signal to the designated Feedwater isolation
valves, in a situation where either a P-14 or SI event were to occur, a turbine trip and trip of the mein'

feedwater pumps along with closure of the associated pump discharge valves would occur regardless of the
presence of an open diode in the subject circuit, in the case of the Si portion of the circuit, when an SI signal
is generated, a reactor trip signalis also generated. With the generation of a reactor trip signal, a P-4 signal
would be present shortly thereafter allowing the subject Feedwater Isolation signal to be processed, even in the

,

presence of the postulated open diode, in the case of a Steam Generator Hi-Hilevel (P 14) signal, the
'

automatic actuation would be processed when operating greater than the P 8 setpoint (30% Nuclear Power).
A P-4 reactor trip signal would be indirectly received as a result of the P 14 surbine trip, in the case where a
P 14 signal was present while operating less than the P-8 setpoint, a reactor trip signal would not be
automatically generated or indirectly received as a rerult of the turbine trip. The unsuccessful automatic
actuation of the feedwater va!ves could only occur in this case if both SSPS trains were to have the postulated
failures. Station emergency operating procedures direct operators to verify automatic feedwater isolation has
occurred following reactor trip or Sl. If not, manual actions are taken to close the affected valves.

The purpose of the Source Range blocking circuit involving P-10 is to provide a backup blocking signal to P-6
and its associated seal-in during operations greater than 10% Nuclear Power. The function of the P 10 input is
to maintain a block of the Source Range Hi Flux trip signals, in the event of a loss of both the P-6 and seal-in
inputs to the circuit card, if this situation were to occur in conjunction with an open diode in the P 10 input
portion of the circuit, the Source Range Hi Flux trip signals would be unblocked resulting in a reactor trip. This
sco! rio is considered remote since it relies on multiple f ailures to occur.

The revised testing performed on Unit 2 on 11/14/97, confirmed that there were no equipment failures in the
SSPS logic card circuits that were affected. Therefore, a valid P 14 signal would have actuated the FW Valve
Isolation. Also, a valid signal for the Source Range Automatic P-10 Block or Feedwater isolation on Safety
injection would have generated the desired actions required to initiato preper system actuation.

This event did not adversely affect any other safety system nor the operator's ability to maintain safe reactor
plant conditions. Therefore, there were no adverse consequences to the health and safety of the general public 1

or plant personnel as a result of this event. |

|

i

l

l

I
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E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

The on-going Generic Letter 96-01 review (Testing of Safety Related Logic Circuits), of the Solid State
Protection System has not identified any other circuits with similar logic configurations that contributed to this
event.

Unit 2 Train A/B Solid State Protection System Bi-monthly testing Surveillance procedures 2BOS 3.1.120 and
21 were temporarily revised as Temporary Procedures 97 2 216 and 217 respectively, to include the required
SSPS memory circuit testing. Unit 2 Train A/B Solid State Protection System Bi-monthly testing was
successfully performed on 11/14/97, using Temporary Procedures 97 2 216 and 217.

Unit 2 Train A/B Solid State Protection System Bi-monthly Surveillance Procedures 2BOS 3.1.1-20 end 21 will
be permanently revised to include the required memory circuit testing prior to their next required use.
(NTS #454-180 97 SCA000022 03 and 04)

Unit 1 Train A/B Solid State Protection System Bi-monthly Surve;llance Procedures 1BOS 3.1.1-20 and 21 will
ne permanently revised to include the required memory circuit testing prior to their next required use. (NTS
#454-180-97-SCAQ00022 01 and 02)

Unit 1 Train A/B Solid State Protection System Bi-monthly testing Surveillance Procedures 1BOS 3.1.120 and
21 will be performed prior to Unit 1 entering Mode 4 from the refueling outage B1R08, using the new revisions
of 1BOS 3.1.1-20 and 21. (NTS #454-180 97 SCA000022-05)

F. RECURRING EVENTS SEARCH AND ANALYSIS:

Two computer saarches were done using the Byron Regulatory Assurance "RABY" database. The first search
used the keywords "inadoquate and Testing." The second search used the keywords " Missed and
Surveillance." The following are the applicable documents that were found during the searches. Only LERs
were considered in the search.

LER 455/93-001, " Wiring Error in SSPS Test Circuit on 3 of 4 Trains."

A wiring problem in the SSPS system resulted in a portion of the SSPS system not being tested. The cause of
this event was due to the manufacturers [W120] incorrect wiring of the cabinet prior to delivery. The
corrective actions from this event would not have prevented this event.

LER 454/97 009, " Missed Technical Specification Surveillance."

This LER was written because the station was not venting the Chemical and Volume Control (CV: ICBl pump
casings and discharge piping high points outside of containment once every 31 days as required by Technical
Specifications. One of the corrective actions requires a review of selected Technical Specification surveillances
for literal compliance. This action would not have prevented th.s event because it would not have considered
the design deficiency that CLJsed this event.

|
,

' (p \termut'pinerilerswp9536r wpr\l2o197)
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F. RECUBRING EVENTS SEARCH AND ANALYSIS (cont.);

LER 454/97-010, " Faulty Review Causes Failure to Test Relays and Technical Specification 3.0.3 Entry."
|
|

; The letdown containment isolation valve slave relay contacts and the letdown orifice block valve relay
'

contacts were not tested on a quarterly basis. The cause for this event was a deficient Onsite Review that |

allowed electrical jumpers to be used to prevent closure of the valves. The corrective actions included a
,

]
review of selected surveillances for Technical Specification compliance. The corrective actions from this

' event would not have prevented this event because they would not have considered the design deficiency
that caused this event.

LER 454/97 014, " Testing of P 11 Permissive Missed Due to inadequate Procedure."4

During a review of an industry Operating Experience which identified a lack of proper testing of the P 11
interlock circuitry, it was determined that the same situation existed at Byron Station, Because of this
deficiency a valid test of the entire channel, for the P 11 function, as defined by Technical Specifications was
not met. The cause of the event was due to improper development of the surveillance procedure to properly
test the P-11 function as it leaves the process protection system instrumentation and inputs into the Solid
State Protection System. The corrective actions were to revise the procedures to test the input relays at
power. The corrective actions from this event would not have prevented this event because they would not
have considered the design deficiency that caused this event.

.

G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA:

None.

.

d
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